Designed to facilitate the housekeeping
and inspection tasks in hotels, resorts and
inns
Application can work on mobile devices, which enables the workers
to clean, inspect and report status on real time and without delays,
with no need to phone calls and extensive follow up.
ROOM solution for room inspections, housekeeping activities and
maintenance tasks for the hospitality industry. Our solution is
flexible for hotels of any size. Our success is driven by an intense
focus on customer service and the unique needs of each business.

ROOM Outcomes
Ensure scheduled
housekeeping

Do routine
housekeeping
tasks in your hotel.
Schedule, organize
and track cleaning
tasks with ROOM
preventative
cleaning software.

Identify checklists

Integrate with other
related systems

Control Minibar

Completed
cleaning tasks are
checked off using a
mobile app.
Equipment is
identified and
tracked on the
cloud using the
software

Connect different
sub-systems with
ROOM that
functions as one.
Garage
management,
vending machine,
valet parking
management
solutions can be
integrated with
ROOM easily

Enable inspection
and inventory for
the room’s
minibar, optimize
the refill workflow,
get real time status
update and track
used items

ROOM Features

Cleaning Management

Inspection & Checklist

Reporting & Dashboards

Task Management

What does ROOM do for my business?
Maintain Quality
Inspection

Maintain standards
with comprehensive
hotel housekeeping
inspection software.
Perform quality
audits and score
housekeeper
performance on a
desktop, tablet or
mobile phone

Boost Brand Image

Gain Client
Satisfaction

ROOM provides the
ultimate tools for
ensuring elite brand
to enable
transparency and
increase trust

ROOM features
technology not only
help ensure that
guest rooms are
cleaned effectively,
and in a timely
manner, but are key
to guest satisfaction

Common Features in ROOM

Cleaning
Management

Inspection &
Checklist

Reporting &
Dashboards

Task Management

Create and assign cleaning activities, the workflow of every
housekeeper can be orderly organized and viewed on the
cleaning schedule so that there is no risk to miss an activity

Go paperless with a tablet or smartphone. Build a custom
hotel room inspection and maintenance checklist to meet
the specific requirements of each property

Use a custom dashboard to view housekeeper performance
scores, common violations, outstanding work orders and
other key performance indicators

Create tasks orders and notify staff on the spot. Use task
order management feature to track tasks from assignment to
completion

Future investment of ROOM
IoT (Internet of Things) and Big Data have found their place in
hotels inspection and housekeeping industry. It enables collecting
lots of information from sensors and machines. AI uses these sets
of information to empower hotels with informed decisions. We are
taking our hotels inspection and housekeeping solution business
forward with the potential of AI.

ABOUT ROOM
InCube’s Hotel Inspection and Housekeeping Solution is designed
to facilitate the housekeeping and inspection tasks in hotels,
resorts and inns. System frontend can work on mobile devices,
which enables the workers to clean, inspect and report status on
real time and without delays, with no need to phone calls and
extensive follow up.
The system helps you to reduce costs, increase revenue, enhance
efficiency and effectiveness of hotel staff, enhance quality of
cleaning and inspection, higher guest satisfaction and reduction in
the hotels carbon print.

ABOUT INCUBE
Since starting our operations in 2004 InCube has brought forward years of
knowledge and experience into the market as a business solutions provider,
through assisting our clients to better understand their business and address
their critical requirements. InCube focuses its leading solutions on the
development capabilities for creating long-term solutions. This dramatically
reduces costs and enhances the organization's ability to adapt the
continuous changes into their markets, through offering a state-of-the-art
handheld with focus on Supply Chain solutions. InCube is a one-stop-shop for
a company’s complete business needs and requirements.

